


Glossary: 

thGAP: transgenic human Genome 
Alternatives Project 

GOSHPA: Generic Open Source Plasmid For 
Human Arts 

CGCB: Creative Germline Construct Bank 

CGCB is an online open source bioinformatics database of diverse 

genetic constructs For germline entry using the General Open 

Source Plasmid for Human Arts GOSHPA as a chassis For transgene 

infection into a newly fertilized ovum. The genes made 

trangenesis ready with the GOSHPHA are stored online in the 

CGCB. Most importantly the genes were chosen publicly by 

amateur bioartists, citizen scientists and DIY-BIO hobbyists. The 

thGAP genes, their corresponding GOSHPA constructs and the 

entire CGCB database are all completely open source, available For 
download for anyone. These assets can be used For home IVF, 

garage human embryo design and transgenic human alternative 

broods without copyright or proprietary nuisance. This is a 

database For people, freely given by people to make novel Future 

people outside of the simplistic aesthetics of health or 

enhancement presuppositions For the sake of species diversity 

beyond elite, expert presuppositions as to the direction and sanity 

of the Future of transhuman anatomy, genetic aesthetics and 

posthuman redesign. 
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Mind thGAP lab 4 —- 

thGAP - FIND OBSCURE GENES WORKSHOP 

How anyone can do human heritable genetics research as an art 

project? 

This workshop is built to learn How to Find a Gene of Interest as 

an outsider, untrained, dabbler, hacker or creative novice. Through 

explorations in GenBank participants Find a gene to study in 

depth. GenBank is a search engine For genes and genomes of 

more than 300,000 organisms, https://https.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/ 

genbank/ . In thGAP labs, any interpretation of genetic research is 

valid, No experience is required. 



me 

Renaming a Gene From GenBank puts the power in the 

hands of DIWO, using art practice to research the science 
and the symbolism any gene in question, without Fear of 
complexity (anticomplexophobia). 

Asking What Organism(s) is the Gene Found In? Anything 

you Find related to your organism is also great. Lateral 
thinking is always encouraged. 
Where in the Organism(s) is the Gene Expressed? This can 

be a list of anatomical places that the gene has an effect on. 
Including: magnification of Anatomy Showing where the 
Gene Action is happening Art about the Organism’s 

anatomical place where the choosen gene has an effect on 

the body of the organism. This is where your poem 
homology lives in the body of the organism. 

Optional: metabolic cartoon or even an obscure, unrelated 

image, your research — your primal investigation. 

What Does the Gene Do? This is called Gene Action. What is 
the Action or Effect of the Gene? 

Read scientific papers without feeling bored, confused or 

annoyed, Develop skills in translating powerful scientific 
lingo and boring scientific imagery into the playful, dataless 

and incomprehensible symbolic universe of the arts. Skill- 

share with non-experts - artists, playFul scientists, biohackers 

and people in general. Learn about the open science sciHub 
pirate interface so you can download from the scientific 

community of mind from both sides of the pay wall. 

Research and Document science, Scientists and Institutions 
involved in Research on your particular gene. 



As part of the database scientists that work on the gene(s) 

can have contacts listed. Correspondence is encouraged. Dr. 
Pal studies D.nft please write her and share your thGAPness: 

DR.(MRS.) ARUNA PAL 
PUBLICATIONS 

STUDENT 
GUIDANCE View Detail 

Profile 

Larval Rock Stars: Praba Pilar and Anuj Vaidya 

Born of prophesy, and precipitated by the hubris of man, LRS 

brings tidings of a new Future —a post-human Future, 
introduced their metaboli embryo to thGAP. Offering 
movement From necrotic egocentrism to biotic ecocentrism. 

LRS intersect the bio-techno-critical and the absurd as the 

segmented paramythology of larvae of the post-human 
Future. “Behold the larva we hold between us —the formless, 

shapeless, and unknowable potential For new life on earth.” 
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Workshop two: 

Generic Open-Source Plasmid for Human Arts (GOSPHA) 

COPY/PASTE GENES: BIOINFORMATICS LAB 
World citizen gene hunting and opensource CGCB banking 

Interested in having an effect on the diverse possibilities of 

Future transgenic mutants? Want to be a bioartist? Make art, 
poetry and an infectious human genome attenuator through 

our Amateur Gene Hunting lab. Copy whole gene sequences 

and paste them into the GOSPHA our non-proprietory, in 
silico, human gene editing guide design. 



Upload to the Creative Germline Constructs Bank (CGCB) for 

a chance to alter the history of the Future of our species. 

GOSHPA is an in silico quide design For transgenic human 

germline genetic knock-ins. The template can be used as 

chassis For any of the genes of choice in the CGCB as well as 

a way to show an interested public the methodology and 
technical aspects of human transgenic production. Now that 

we have chosen and researched genes to insert into the 

Human Genome, GOSHPA workshop participants now 
choose: a method of transgenesis, a promoter, a reporter 

and a safe harbor. We are also looking at CRISPR targeting of 

50 called ‘safe’ harbors’ to land the genes of choice into the 

human genome. As Safe Harbors are poorly registered and 
not Fully tested currently we call them ‘safe harbors’, 

In GOSHPA Lab2 We Found the FASTA sequence of genes of 

choice and chose: Methods of Trans Gene Infection, 

Promoters, Markers and ‘Safe’ Harbors to land the genes in 

the Human Genome. online gene downloading into GOSHPA 
— final gene sequence with construct online on the CGCB 

including: Attention Deficit BioKaraoke Slowaoke Pornaoke 
Human Fly Cramps Singalong 



Cristian Delgado helped design the GOSHPA and gave a 

presentation about the GOSPHA including a presentation 
about the technology of Germline Human Genomen 
Engineering and what was possible and what is hype... 

During Cristian Delgado's presentation the workshop 

participants made interpretive drawings interpreting his 

ideas into lecture responsive abstract qualitative data, 

"We are developing a ee ee 
Generic Open-Source == 

Plasmid for Human Arts wo ete 
(GOSPHA) Tee Soka Hime 

This is an in silico guide ~=: = en ae 
design and itisopen === : 

source for you!" <=". 
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ng on success 

tian Delgado 

When editing 

radeon The GOSPHA is a blank ‘plasmid’ 

co For insertion of these genes into 
. co the human genome. A plasmid is 

asmiall loop of DNA that has the 

ability to insert a gene of choice 
into the human genome. Our 
generic open-source plasmid is 

now publicly available as a 
downloadable diagram with 
sequence as text File 
(ATGCGCCGAGATTTAGATGAT, 
etc). 

lar “i a 

SRE GOSPHA Advancement 
Tar 
ferme 

continues as part of 

thGAP's anti-propriety 

bioart human redesign 
open source plasmid 
biohack the genome 

germline efferervescent 
challenge. Kick the 
genome. 
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The Science of Germline hacks for artists 

What are Reporter Genes? 

A gene that is used to ‘tag’ another gene. Some sort 
of graffiti or highlighter of your work, to see iF it got 
where it was going n your transgenic experimental 

infant! Warning, the products of some marker genes 
may be toxic or allergic. Both the reporter gene and 
the therapy gene are simultaneously inserted into the 
cell. The reporter gene uses a specific probe to track 
the expression of the therapy gene when the parents 
for human trails doctor) alter the environment of the 
mutant babies to support the promoter, or treat the 
organism semi-person being with different substances 
that coincide with the promoter (Le. chocolate 
Farts)These added value genes give obvious signs that 
your gene is active. Markers provide an additional and 
readily recognizable genetic trait, gene, DNA 
segment, gene product used For conspicuous 
identification purposes, especially when closely linked 
to a trait or to genetic material that is subtle, difficult 
to identify or distinguish. For studying any kind of 
alterations (polymorphism) that is nuanced or anti- 
kitsch in some way. These genes help with imaging the 
location, extent and duration of transgene expression 
but they can also be thought of as bonus genes For + AAVS1 locus € 
the transgenic child, young adult and aged mutant "es es — Sa 
posthuman. Attention: There are Fears about the nihitee qananaeth 
safety of consumption of Foodstuffs derived From 
genetically engineered humans. Il - chr 

ORF Donor =. 

Sr oD rt 
ORF bnochs AWS locus “> HA 

(Analysis of GENE kmockedtin | 
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Luciferase “please read and AGREE with the Luciferase, Glows in dark 
using phosphorescence From Firefly, Limited Use Label License https:// 
www.addgene.org/terms/1048/, The Famous reporter gene encoding 
enhanced green Fluorescent protein (GFP), green glow under UV light 
during locational gene expression, Resistance to persuasion, IF you're 
expressing a gene that may be toxic, it's important that your inducible 
promoter not be too leaky. Trangenic humans with resistance to 
persuasion are known for their low leakiness, Internal Reporter or 
Marker Genes: RAPD and SSCP. also for For DNA barcoding and Marker- 
assisted selection, gene mapping, genetic disease analysis and 

diagnosis. and genetic screening, Internal Reporter Genes, also called 
screenable or scoreable genes: VNTR and STRs also for DNA 
Fingerprinting, parental verification, leaky sex determination and and 
genetic screening, sudden eruption of exoskeletal chiton, nonhuman 
dopamine 2 receptor, human dopamine X37 reporter gene, warning 
head rush, human photoacoustic imaging reporter gene, using 
indocyanine green, photoacoustic and optoacoustic imaging, human 
organic anion-transporting polypeptide (Oatp1b3), vesicular 
monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2), the "GOD' gene, Gene Simmons, 

wee-- Gene Ween, tunable expression levels, At Roche anti-CAT antibody 
Radioactive Reporter methods for providing evidence have been 
developed, let me get some of that radioactive anti-cat!, specific 

membrane somatostatin receptors (hSSTrs) + DMT, Antibiotic 
eem-- Resistance, herbicide glyphosate resistance, may inhibit human 

photosynthesis in some cell types, tattletale (TTLTL) DNA that codes 
-—— for reporter protein molecules, Brainbow-2: random expression of 

SEE crrerent XFP ratios and subsequently causing different cells to exhibit 
a variety of colorful hues. 

= 



What is a Promoter? 

This is a switch to turn the gene on or express the gene you have 

inserted into your designer baby. The transgenic person will not make 

protiens from the gene you have inserted into their genome unless the 

external or environmental effect is present. We have provided some 

typical and some novel promoter choices that can be added (optional) to 

your GOSHPA. In some ways this can make your reprotech bioart child 

into a sort of sleeper cell or biodeterminist Manchurian Candidate, not 

showing signs of being engineered until a specific environmental cue 

sets their genomic difference into motion. 

Please choose an inducible promoter tor your GOEPHA Gene Entry fron thes Jit. 
Promoters mapond to inducing apents by increasing gene expression, Soe: _ 

ites: flog .addgeneorg/plamids-101-inducibie-promoters 
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What is a ‘Safe’ Harbor? 

In the novel targeted method of trans gene infection (tranfection) 

a set of Landing Pads to Insert/Infect the Human Genome are 

connected to your Gene of Choice. Disclaimer: the use of the 

words Safe Harbor in no way implies the Safety or Gentle 

Harboring of your Gene, but just is an Targeting Sequence to an 

Address in the Human Genome that Knocks the Gene into a place 

that seems ‘safe’, OFF target mutagenesis often does occur. Its a 

messy, phlegmatic process and the long term effects are not 

negligible. CRISPR constructs are often off target and may even 

cause chromosomal breakage. 

GOSHPA ‘Safe’ Harbor Choices provided are all these: 

human SHS AAVS1, HSROSA26, CCRS, subRosa, (sRs), the subRosa 

"safe" harbor name honors feminist pioneers in art, activism, 

labor, science, and politics: Rosa Bonheur, Rosa Luxemburg, Rosie 

the Riveter, Rosa Parks and Rosie Franklin, Kiy-gh Knock-in [your 

gene here] designed to Knock-out the gene For gullibility (GUL) 
during mutagenesis or "Safe" Mongr X: address on the X 

chromosome in Base Pairs (bp) chrX: 79,674,328-79,674,347 

Sequence AAAATGTCATAAGgCAGTTT 3 out of 8 on the ‘safe’ 

harbor scale, site ID 321 from Table 2. Location and scoring of 

canonical and newly identified potential human safe harbor sites, 

New Human Chromosomal Sites with “Safe Harbor” Potential For 

Targeted Transgene Insertion, Hum Gene Ther . 2019 

Jul:30(7):814-828. doi: 10.1089/hum.2018.169. Epub 2019 Mar 28. 



16. 

What is a Method of Transgenesis? 
Any mechanical or material instrument or process used to 
physyically get Modifications into the Human Germline? 

Methods are Genetic Insertion Technologies For CRISPr 
Targeted Knock-in Gene Cassettes 
Method(s) of Transgenesis, choose up to five: 

|) necombinant viruses (sometimes called biological nanoparticles or viral vectors), for instance: 
adeno-associated viruses (AAVWs) (relative of herpes), onmccestrovizal, lentiviral retroviruses fle. 

human immunedaficiency virus (HIV), which coupes AIDS), adenovaruges, herpes simplex, vaccinia 

(pox), and human foamy virus. 
rj mcroljects 

| electroporation, 

[) baolisties 

| lipoftection, including The Center for Alternative Coconut Research's “Open Source and Topical’ 

Lipofettion Massage Crean or Lipoeames (cationic) microspheres like they hive in those RMA 

jectable yoocines 

|) (DONA Packaged inside a Bacterium 

|_| aleium chloride/head shock mediated DNA uptake 

|] iho vector, just naked DNA exposure 

[] Seneporation [sound waves) 

(| Photoperation (lager) 

C) Magnetotection 

Ty Agrobacterium (only good for plants and urna planimal rygobes| 

Viral Vector, DNA -bebed ving! vectors Include Adenavindae, acend-aesociated virus and herpes 

cireplex virus. 

[] HAC, Hurnan Artificial Chromosome aleo inawn o4 the MicroChramasame on ma? 

-] (Cre-Low recombination system 

| gerosolieolones: on or in mucosal surfaces, such as up the nasal and inhaled into hung mucosa or 

Bnama/preuriatic (pet) inaction 



"Genetically modifying the 
human germline 

with novel and creative 
genomic alterations is 

more aesthetically nuanced 
in an orthogonal to the 
contemporary sense 

than your average clinical 
CRISPR baby applique " 



Documents from Labs 





Human germline genome editing 

Help complete the CGCB by becoming and 
art critic, a bioethicist and/or a science 
Fiction writer. 

This lab is now Open For World Commentary 

With public additions to the CGCB Data 
Commentary Form we will complete the First 
Five entries of genes and constructs of the 
Mind thGAP online and open source 
bioinformatic database. This is a call to you to 
add your concepts, dreams and imaginations 
to the Creative Germline Construct Bank 
(CGCB) — become a part of diverse readings 
of our alternative transgenic human genetic 
constructs stored in the GOSHPA General 
Open Source Plasmid for Human Arts. You 
can be a part of the public registry of 
alternative germline genetic alterity. 

ee ar Ty 
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Now you can contribute to the finalization of the 
First 5 entries: Creative writing is an appropriate response to 

the language of science! Become a bioethicist, become a 

bioart critic or become a science fiction writer. Choose one 

of the Five genes below and write, make art or media that 

comments on the humans that might come from genetic 

modification the CGCB bioinformatics database for human 

germline alternatives. 

Scan here to look at all the CGCB entries 

More info on how to contribute ---> 

SPPHSHPSIsSHPIsBSH Ss; 
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What is an bioart critic? 

This lab explains how to be a 

bioart critic. How easy is it to 
vamp the language of art 

criticism? Lets do art criticism of 

genes! Be the First art critic of 

the gonad benders and their 

kids. In this lab we review your a 

range of genes as potential 

gene-edited human art projects. 
Our explorations include image 
research into anatomy, scientific 

imagery, lateral web image 
soothsaying, and the power of 
naming/neologism. A bioarts 

critique of a gene helps you 

understand the role of human 

gene editing as a part of bioart - 

"Lam a snotty art 
critic of transgenic 
human new media 
time based process 

art and your 
multigenerational 
asthetic mutant 

repro baby sucks! " 

a time-based, new media, trans-species conceptual art form 
with the aftertaste of art and technology interdisciplinarity. 

You are now a bioart critic. Vamp the language of art 

criticism. Be snotty and snide and needlessly critical. Use 
obscure words to say nearly nothing while remaining 
judgmental and yet sounding disinterested. Try on this voice 

by saying shit like “Human Stinky (SnK2) WetNap (Wnp3k) 
mutants are orthogonal to the contemporary” This is your 

art critic review. Just pick one of the Five potentially gene- 
edited humans as art projects to review: engoz, Engoz_ph1 



Contig Human D.nft, XMT-CYB, MT-CYBo Human 

SuperRepair, super repair after sunburn (SuRaS) Human 

Stinky (SnK2) WetNap (Wnp3k), Flies Are Us: Reassessing 
Normative Autophagic Neuro Life Extension via Drosophila 

blue cheese (bchs) Mutant Human Remember your art 

criticism is of a genetic mutant human made as art, so the 

person is the art. You can use any of these key words to 
describe the creatively redesigned person: time based art, 

new media art, interactive art, germline splatter punk, 

sculpture, ephemeral art, gene edited art, moist media, body 
art, transgenic art, bioart or live art. 100 words or more. 

What is a bioethicist? 
Mind THGAP_ also provides novel approaches towards a 

public understanding of technology and legal, social, ethical 

and libidinal issues (LESLI) surrounding critical germline 

genetic editing. Bioart Ethical Advisory Kommission (BEAK) 
will present on the biodiverse effect of novel genetic 

aesthetics on the Future of human anatomy. Imagined 

HumanPhenotypes From the Creative Germline Constructs 
Bank (CGCB) of the Transgenic Human Genome Alternatives 
Project (thGAP_) will be analyzed for potential positive, 

negative or ‘other’ effects of these proposed reprogrammed 

humans and culture in general. So in the name of public 
understanding of societal implications of living transgenic 

human mutants walking in the world, we ask you to become 

an expert bioethicist. 

275% 
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Bulky lesions 
Bulky lesions are 

abnormalities in the skin 

tissue that vary in colour 

and texture, and may 
form over time for 

various reasons. 

Human and Mouse Safe Harbor Knock-in Kits 
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What is a science fiction writer? 
Science Fiction is one of the most Creative genres of writing. 
Science Fiction writing is cyberPunk, steamPunk and 

speculative Prophecy. Proposing a possible Future is an 

appropriate response to the language, content and 
implications of science. Imagine you are the mutant asa 

baby, child, pretween, tween, teen adult or senior. Talk 

about your experiences in the world as a Transgenic 

Alternative Mutant. The setting is in the near Future (next 
100 years). Write draw or sketch what you think this gene 

will do to change human (remember, no one has put this 

gene into a zygote of a developing human... and the 

technology is Faulty and not accurate so you are the world 
expert on this mutant human so if you use your imagination, 

speculation, free association, conjecture, sur-reason or rando 

thoughts you are no more or less accurate than anyone 
ACERT aL Ce eT 
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In GORE Laer we foerd 'he PESFA segues of gered of choice aed chops: Bedhoris of Vreod Gere [nifectiog 

Preeapter:, Barters are “Rate” Henbors to lend the genes be fhe fee Gere, fe ole relenued tee firet draft af 

the Geerie Goer Source Pleweia for fumes dri | 4HPA) 
fe CCR Lak |) ee thy ii erent ee itiag aivled be ately Lah perticigent ger Geliwi 
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1. blue cheese (Bchs) Stinky (SnK2) WetNap (Wnp3k) 

By Neuro Extension Omnipotence Factory Fun (NEO-FFUN) and Blue 

Cheese Mutant Gene Neuro Extension Omnipotence Factory Fun Team 

2b (NEO-FFUN2b) 

Under expression disrupts brain cell pooping (autophagy) allowing For 

the buildup of waxy Fat (ceramides) that leads to neurodegeneration 

like Parkinsons. Glycolipid mutants cause neurodegeneration and 

‘holesterol amperage but the Flies are also noticeably more giddy and 

andy. In humans this might lead to salty ceramides or with 

werexpression of nonMutant Bleu Cheese we might have less 

wurodegeneration and cholesterol reduction but also humans 

ioticeably less giddy and randy, more lame with increased life span 

ind expensive greasy synapses. 



A 4 

2. D.nft, XMT-CYB, MT-CYBo 

Underexpression dirsrupts female Fertility, causes debility and makes 

adverse effects on health. Mitochondrial Cytochrome B Stops inflation 

with free radicals. Over expression Is Anti artherosclerosis and effects 

migrants stuck in Chinese and Bangladeshi Xinjiang Uyghur camps with 

their origin mutant MT-CYBo X. If Severe Obesity, give Benzo Barbs 

and remain clinically silent, you homoplasmic carriers! 



3. engoz (fram Hook1), Engoz_ph1 Contig 

This gene encodes a member of the hook Family of coiled-coil proteins. 

The encoded protein localizes to discrete, punctuated subcellular 

structures, and interacts with several members of the Rab GTPase 

Family involved in endocytosis (when a cell brings in food or other 

materials to be internalized, the cell surrounds the other stuff with cell 

membrane, and then ‘swallows’ or sort of coats the food with breading 

made of membrane wall that buds off inside the cell to form a vesicle 

containing the ingested material. 



4. Spike.loc.x1, LOC107439103, AranaMadre Extremo Klattu 

Aggregate spider glue from three spider types. (A) Orb weavers coat their 

web's sticky capture spiral with glue, (B) cobweb weavers cover the lower 

portion of their triplines with glue to create ‘gumfoot’ threads, (C) the bolas 

spider creates a large droplet of glue specialized for capturing moths, and (D) A 

stretching glue droplet after contacting a probe that was subsequently 

withdrawn at a constant rate. ...the creature lives in cold, dark places is a clan 

and builds external battery charging stations for itself and others. she is a 

mapping artist and translates relationships between places into symbols. a 

moving map. it can tap into a location with its network For years and save any 

information about it as a code. 

The creature is surrounded by a silver, nebulous cloak of armor. It stores 

oxygen and all the nutrients it needs. It creates force Fields with a 3m radius. in 

these Fields, which do not exist for longer than 22 minutes, it burns information 

with its network as a code on the skin of the objects, places that come into 

contact with the network ... it communicates with the eyes 

the creature lives in cold, dark places is a clan and builds external battery 

charging stations for itself and others. she is a mapping artist and translates 

relationships between places into symbols. a moving map. it can tap into a 

location with its network for years and save any information about it asa code 

-_= 

of concentration. Their” 

mand and control. the 

tants with her blood so 

vy 

Spike.locs are breathtakingly beauti u 

motto is to win without First beating the 

creature is a spy. With her long, pointed nails 

that baby spikelocs do not have to hatch herselF 



5. super repair after sunburn (SuRaS) 

What it does Important for skin... (loss of Function gives more skin 

cancer), repairs DNA - excision repair to get rid of bulky lesions and 

thymine dimers through nucleotide excision repair (NER), a specialized 

type of DNA repair. Repairs UV radiation-inducedchemical carcinogen 

induced and chemotherapeutic drug damage to DNA. Mutations in this 

gene cause Meroderma pigmentosum skin disorder featuring 

St emitga to sunlight god increased risk For skin conceas supe 
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in CGCB Lab 3 We now try different writing styles to analyze lab 

participant uploads. Our reviews are centered on reading how you think it is 

to be the human engineered with: Hook1, cytochrome b, XPA & Rad52 or bchs 

mutations inserted in their genome From birth. The topics covered are: bioart 

science Fiction, bioart ethics and bioart criticism. We will be reviewing 

proposed Human Mutants with Hook1, cytochrome b, XPA & RadS2 or bchs 

mutations. 

Choose one of the five thGAP GOSHPA CGCB finalists From Labs one and 

wo: 

1. blue cheese (Bchs) Stinky (SnK2) WetNap (Wnp3k) 

2. D.nft, XMT-CYB, MT-CYBo 

3. engoz (From Hook1), Engoz_phi Contig 

4, Spike.loc.x1, LOC107439103, AranaMadre Extremo Klattu, 

MadreAranaxyellow 

5. super repair after sunburn (SuRaS) - From XPA, RADS2 

The topics covered are: bloart science Fiction, bioart ethics and bioart 

criticism. Each entry is a single review but you can try out scifi, ethics or art 

criticism multiple times on any of the Following genes. 

Your writing can be as few as 100 words or you can offer a longer or even 

include multimedia responses. The reviews are centered on reading how you 

think it is to be the human engineered with the genes of the CGCB, The data 

here is qualitative not quantitative. It is based on your subjective ideas. We 

encourage your creative freedom in response to this call. 

Just choose one of the fifteen options below and write or upload your 
response, Become a Science Fiction Author, an Expert Bioethicist or Art Critic of 

Transgenic Humans as Bioart. 

Add your reviews to the open source database and make 
mutant human history! choose one gene and one review style 
and upload your: text audio video photo or animation as a 
response to the gene inserted. 



Ly tar | Reviews:  BioEthics Expert BioArt Critic = | Wiiter 

Choc SLAY 

or science fiction future reading versions of people with 
new gene expressions and metabolic patterning from the 
open source gene constructs of the CGCB. 

Attention: All sketches and answers are BioArt, a mixture of science and y 

interpretation. These are artistic, creative or qualitative data points that are <a 

meant to help you understand and convey science in a personal way. You can not 
answer the questions wrongly. Beyond text entry into the forms, the database 3 

accepts the Following multimedia File types For longer texts, sound Files, images ¥ 

and videos: .otd .doc wtf. docx .pdF jpg .gif .aiF .wav .mov and .mp4 tw 
5 
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10 Bioart Ethics Tenets For Transgenic Breeding as bioart 

. trials using heritable germline editing should be permitted only after 

Aesthetic review in an Artistic Regulatory framework that includes the 

following criteria, restrictions and structures: 

restriction against the knocking-in of gene edits that have been convincingly 

demonstrated to cause or to strongly predispose kindred to the disease of 

cultural banality, the condition of esoteric-lessness showing evidence of 

adverse normalizing; 

. comprehensive plans For long-term, multigenerational follow-up, 

mating schemas, entertainment contracting and pornographic options, all the 

while still respecting personal autonomy; 

. restrictions in place preventing naive enhancement optimism 

aesthetics in the human genome as pragmatic and utilitarian arguments are 

not enough to insure contemporary artistic standards (unless level of 

Hyperrealism meets peer practitioner standards); encourage: maximum arty 

opacity while still being consistent with the legal invasion of patient privacy; 

. emotional alternatives informing editing structures and goals have 

been formed in the aesthetic absence of reason; 

. restrictions to allowing a serious kitsch disease or poor aesthetic 

conditioning respected (unless level of irony meets Contemporary 

standards); 

. ongoing, rigorous oversight during clinical trials of the aesthetics of 

the procedure and the exhibition and documentation of the research 

participants; 

* continued reassessment of je ne sais quoi in terms of both artistic 

and aesthetic benefits and risks, with broad ongoing participation and input 

by the artists, art historians and art critics on gene constructs of mutagenic 

choice; 

* reliable subaltern insight oversight mechanisms to prevent 

extension of technology to uses other than creating serious art or novel and 

iconoclastic conditions; and 

* availability of incredible or even unbelievable pre-clinical and/or 

clinical data on risks and potential contemporary time-based, new media 

bloart benefits due to successful indoctrination, infiltration and transgene 

infection of multigenerational procedures. 



World Congress on 
New Reproductive Technology Arts 

| 

In order to be able to prevent Mind thGAP_ workshops guide public 
nt 5 ; contributions to the Transgenic Human 
painful Psychosocial Problems _ Genome Alternatives Project (thcAP) 

for Transgenic Humans, we __ \by uploading to 1) \y, 
need to develop a lanquage of \Creative Germiine Constructs Bank (CGC B) , 

an open source bioinformatic database Ww 
gene choices based on : foriise with the 

aesthetics and sensitivity. A Generic Open-Source Plasmid for Human Arts 

descriptive lexicon may help us 

understand the massive detail 

that life has. But, how about 

preempting neo-prejudices by 

queering general public 

appreciation of mutant 

beings? That way, all of the 

multidimensional aspects of 

developmental biology can 
culminate into amazing ranges 

of tween embodiment over 

time. 

(GOSPHA) a tool developed to help anyone 
paste genes into the humangenome. 

thGAP is subject to the bylaws of 

the GENERIC CREATIVE 

COMMONS NON-ATTRIBUTION, 

NON-COMMERCIAL, SHARE- 

ALIKE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

EXPLICIT MODEL RELEASE 

SUBMISSIVE HUMAN RESEARCH 

PARTICIPANT LICENSE 

("GCCPNANCSAEMRSHRPL") 
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10 Directions 
F orWARD 

TRANSGENIC HUMAN GENOME RITERNATIVES PROJECT 

1. Forms and Contracts: 

Sperm Donation 

Egq Donation 

Embryo Donation 

2. Garage IVF microinjection Fertilization 

3. Open Source Wetware 

Cryopreservation of Transgenic Implantables: 

DIYBIO Egg Bank 

Open Sperm Bank 

Public Embryo Bank 

4, Experiments in alternative hyperovulation, egg collection 

including an Easter Menstrual Egg Hunt sponsored by Diva Cup 

Monthly Collection Drives 

5. Organ Culture - spray homones and collect sperm and ovum 

5 Ovaries 

5 Testicles 

5 Eyes 



Gonads Staring At Your Germline Sourcing 

6. Crowd Sourcing Surrogacy including Breeder Fetish and 

BodMod 

Uterii 

7. Digital Fertility 

OpenDrop liquid handling platform For: 

Sperm and Egg Square Dance permutative 

parentage shuffling 

8. Fertilization+ 

Embryo Sorting 

biohacking pseudopregnancy, embryo 

implantation and selective reduction 

9. NADLinc Tribe Building 

10. Genome Scan Couples incl. Spiritual Gene Counseling Seances 

11. BEAK-LESLI Ethics Oversight 

12. Bioinformatics Germline Database 

Mutant Extras For Inserts 

13. Xavier's Home For Wayward Mutants: Behavioral Testing & 

Conditioning Nursery, architecture for mutant rearing, 

playgrounds of the future, and architecture For a hyper diverse 

transhuman Future. 

14. Mail Order offerings of live Plasmids from the CGCB 

15. Public Transfection of hESC (human Embryonic Stem Cells in 

Hands on Labs. 
A 
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Transgenic Human Genetic Modification Babies can be designed along a wide variety of 
Aesthetic gene expression action plans, Considering the brue range of germline 
expressionism possible ina collage of multiple genomic palettes, and considering the 
span that time-based, new-media sculptures like you might carry on For, we should 
critically question the use of health, enhancement, economic efficiency or even popular 
(domestic) culture to drive acceptable GMO baby design. Culture, health, enhancement, 
and profitability are neither simple concepts nor should they be our only deciding forces 
For Future embodied design. Whak lies beyond public acceptance of the technology? Have 
your lives been offered up in order to ameliorate the leveling influences of public trend, 
medical bias and marketing anti-diversity? 

Mus_musculus_Hook1_sequence: 

TOGACACATCATTATTATTATITIT TAACATAGAAACGAGCC AGG TAGGOTACACAGATAC 

AGCCTATGCTTTITIGAACACTATTTAATTITGCTATCTAAAAACCGOCTTCOCCTITGCE 
CChoose one of the Five genes from the CGCB and review a human born with one of the 
GOSHPA genes as a Bioart Ethicist. Remember, Mind THGAP_ provides novel approaches 
towards a public understanding of technology by asking you for a personal assessment oF 
one of the transgenic humans designed in the database. You are now the expert in legal, 
social, ethical and libidinal issues (LESLI) surrounding critical germline genetic editing. 
Please decide what you think the ethical dilemmas are in the biodiverse effect of novel 
genetically modified person(s). What could go wrong In Future of human anatomy? Use 
examples from the imagined Human Phenotypes in the Creative Germline Constructs 
Bank (CGCB) of the Transgenic Human Genome Alternatives Project (thGAP_) Consider 
potential positive and negative effects of these proposed reprogrammed humans. 100 
words or more: GCAGGCOCTGGCAGCCTCGGTT 
COCAGATTGCTGTOCTTTIINGGGCCCACACAGCACCCATOGCOGTOTAGACACAGCTGAGAG 

AGATGGCCAAATTACCTTITGATGTOGGAGCTCTITITCATTITITTICOCCCTCTTICCTCCOCTICOCATCTT 
AATACCTIICTIMT TT AAAGTAACAAAGAATTOGCTT IIT TCT TACGCTTG 

NFP — non-fundable project : The Mind thGAP 
programme series sadly has mot yet been 
successfully raising Fundings, approval by the Kt. 
of Zurich was rejected, other sources delayed. |n 
the meantime we are full on continuing and 
offering our enthusiasm to make this happen and 
can rely on some small profits From recent crypto 
donations to the HCFF (Hackteria Crpyto Food 
Fund). Feel free to support our activities with 
donations on the ethereum chain (ERC-20 
tokens) or BSC (Binance Smart Chain). 

Oxb6BF88eF338ecOF43FBb53D1EDb7D6814Ab633e1 
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